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The movement was central to E. K. Janaki Ammal’s life. Modeled 
around such key fluid figures of modernity as the nomad, the exile, the 
pilgrim, and the bhikshu, or the wandering religious mendicant, her 
evolving subjectivity was heavily marked by her geographical 
wanderings in pursuit of science. Mobility (“adapt, move or perish”), or 
following one’s dreams across borders, was not only a way of being but 
also of thinking for her. This biographical case study demonstrates that 
Janaki chose the liberating figure of the nomad as a way of being, and 
producing scientific knowledge, to break free of the tyranny of 
hierarchy, patriarchy, and pseudo-science she encountered in the male 
bastions of state science. She was a border crosser in more ways than 
one, from her biological and social origins to her nomadic subjectivity, 
her solitary travels of exploration, and the nature of her scientific 
practice. Crossing borders and devising adventurous escapes made her 
life and science all the richer, and her story especially enthralling. 
Simply stated, this biography aims to reveal something of what it 
meant to live, dangerously at times, and make a career in the 
twentieth century as a nomad woman scientist.
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